PROJECT Youth4EmblematicMountains: Treasures of the Canigò
In brief

 Name of the tool: Treasures of the Canigò
 For children between: 10 and 12
 Category of tool: PDF Document (1 sheet per route)

 Main thematic: Both Environment & Culture
 Main objective of the tool: Understand and discover the territory
 Territory: Canigò massif (Region Occitanie Country FRANCE)
 Free of charge: YES
 Language: French
 Link/more information: https://www.canigo-grandsite.fr/content/infos-pratiques
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I. Let’s discover the tool Treasures of Canigò!

1.

Objectives of the tool

This tool pursues the objective of discovering the territory in a funny way, for different types of public and
different targets. This tool can be used by all audiences, aged from 7 to 99, as long as you are curious and
observant.
2.

Description of the tool

The Treasures of Canigò, it is around thirty permanent route, without the need for logistics, on the northern
slope of the Canigó Grand Site territory (Conflent and Riberal). Two types of games are available, to be played
all year round, when you want, how you want:
 The “Ludoparcours” (=play routes): The Ludoparcours® are permanent tourist rallies during which
participants discover a treasure. The routes have 11 stages. In urban areas, the route is done on foot
for two or three kilometers. In a natural environment, the routes taken cross tourist sites and
emblematic landscapes. At each step, a riddle to solve: the participants collect information which they
write down in the logbook. The letters of this information are automatically numbered. This very
simple system makes it possible, once all the information has been obtained, to decipher the secret
message which indicates the location of the treasure.
 GPS-Adventure : Your mission: discover the treasures of the Canigó dragon through their geographic
coordinates using a recreational GPS or a smartphone with a GPS application. There are a few steps to
take, each one will bring you closer to the treasure … A fun walk to stretch your neurons and work out
your legs, or vice versa, the GPSaventure® will allow you to discover the built heritage steeped in
history and the natural wonders of the Canigó massif.
At the end of the game, a cache containing a treasure is shown to you. Go ahead and grab a gift.

The LAG Terres Romanes developed the treasures of Canigo in 2013-2014 with the objective of preparing the
adhesion of the municipalities of Conflent and Riberal to the Canigo Grand Site mixed union with which it was
in the process of merging. This project started with the organization of 5 "treasure hunts" type events. From
the outset, the project was successful. However, the service provider who created this game has disappeared,
making it impossible to continue promoting this discovery product. His promotion ended in around 2016.
The Canigo Grand Site Mixed Syndicate plans to relaunch this project by drawing inspiration from the routes
taken by extending it to the whole of its territory.
3.

Main targets

This project is aimed at a wide spectrum of audiences, as long as they are sensitive to a playful approach. Three
targets are thus more particularly identified:
- gamers,
- young local audiences (around 8 to 14 years old),
- families for a fun discovery of the territory.
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II. How to use the Treasures of Canigò

1.

Who

This support was mainly run and used by the tourist offices of the territory to promote the local offer. In view
of the elements described above which forced us to stop its promotion, we have no experience with schools in
the area. Finally, the organization of 5 treasure hunts in an event format at the launch of the project allowed an
appreciated animation of the territory and made it possible to mobilize a large public.
2.

How

These routes are ready to use. You just have to download or print the sheet corresponding to the sector you
want to discover and start the game. They are thus particularly suitable for a family walk for half a day or a day
or for school activities.
These routes are based on objective heritage elements (street name, interpretation panels, etc.) and are
therefore practicable at any time.
3.

How much

The use of this educational support is free. You just have to print or download the file
4.

Sustainability of the tool

In normal operation, it is necessary to check every year for any necessary updates. If some are necessary, a
modification of the form is necessary from a graphic point of view. Be careful to recover the rights or the open
files of the forms so as not to find yourself in the same situation as us in the event of failure of the service
provider.
It is also necessary to often verify that the treasure cache is supplied with gifts.

5.

First lessons learnt

The “ludoparcours” turned out to be easier and more accessible than the GPS-Aventure.
The 3 success factors are:
- the fact of holding the rights of the files to overcome any failures of the service provider,
- the quality of the graphics and the evocation of the title of the project
- The systematic presence of gifts in the cache (risk of disappointment or complaint)
Feedback on the tool pedagogical aspect
This part will be specifically completed by the CETT, using its expertise on pedagogical tools and methodologies
(600 words maximum).
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III. How to create such a tool for my school/territory?
This section only concern partners who participated in the creation of the described tool; for the
others, you can only answer the previous parts (I and II). If your structure both used the tool and
participated to its creation, you shall answer the two parts.
1.

How

Although the design of this type of tool seems complex, the Ludoparcours are actually quite simple to design.
Their design can even be an animation sequence in itself. All you have to do is define a route linking interesting
heritage, observe particularities likely to be noted by visitors to draw their attention to this heritage and set up
a question / answer grid with numbered code. The most complex is the layout so that it is attractive and
evocative.
- Are they any necessary technical and legal requirements to create this tool (ICT skills, external expertise…)?
(300 words maximum)
mainly graphic design expertise

2.

How much

- Could you evaluate the needed time for the creation of this tool? (200 words maximum)
Around from half a day to one day per route
- Could you evaluate the needed human resources for the creation of this tool? (200 words maximum)
Ideally 2 people, one to design, one to test
- Could you evaluate the cost for the creation of this tool? (200 words maximum)
This depends on the use of external expertise (course design, graphic design). Depending on the case, it takes
between 1000 and 2000 € euros per file.

3.

First recommendations

- Did you identify 3 factors of success for the creation of this tool? (300 words maximum)
The 3 success factors are:
- the length and consistency of the proposed route,
- the objectification of the elements likely to constitute the basis of the game,
- the agreement of the users of the site

- Did you encounter any difficulties for the creation of this tool? (300 words maximum)
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The failure of the service provider who designed the game, making it impossible to develop and update it

Feedback on the tool pedagogical aspect
This part will be specifically completed by the CETT, using its expertise on pedagogical tools and methodologies
(600 words maximum).

 Contact: Florian CHARDON or Charlotte BESOMBES
 Other links: https://www.canigo-grandsite.fr/content/infos-pratiques
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